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chuña
In Argentina it is the name of a locality in the Province of Córdoba (Department of Ischilín).  It is also the name given in
that region to a bird of the Cariamidae family.  It is also known as the serial.  It has long legs and a lock of feathers
above the bill.

chuño
It means crushed potato, mashed potato (macerated) and frozen mashed potatoes.  It is a word used in Ecuador.  It has
Quechua roots.  It is a form of processing and preserving of potatoes in the Andes.

chupa
It is a garment that is worn under the jacket.  It doesn't have sleeves.  Vest.  In Colombia it is also the name of an
implement that is used to uncover bathrooms and siphons.  Inflection of sucking.  It means sucking, licking, sipping. 

chupado
In Colombia it means very skinny, skeletal, smirtriated.  With the skin adhered to the bones.  Stunted.  Inflection of
sucking which means sucking. 

chupador
It is one of the forms of oral apparatus of insects.  It may be lamedor-chupador (like butterflies) and suceur (such as
mosquitoes).  They usually have a stylet or horn that inserted to suck food.  It is also a device similar to a nipple, which
is rubber and is used for the children in their early stages of life.  They say they also entertainer, nipple, suck, Soother
teat.

chupaflor
Colombia is one of the common names we have the tominejo, Hummingbird, Hummingbird, buzzer, tucusito, hermit,
quinde, thatch or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the flowers.  You
can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is also the
taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

chupaflores
Colombia is one of the common names we have you to the hummingbirds, hummingbirds, hummingbirds, buzzers,
three, hermits, hummingbirds, quinchas or birds fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on
nectar from the flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds. 
Hummingbird is also the taxonomic genus to which they belong.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from
America.  Plural of chupaflor.

chupales
Set of sucks.  Plural of chupal .  In Colombia, sucks, it is a garment that is used under the jacket.  It has no sleeves. 
vest.  In Colombia it is also the name of an implement that is used to uncover bathrooms and siphons.  In Colombia it is
also a pejorative way of referring to a transit agent.  Siphons, sinks. 

chupandilla
It is one of the many names that has the scientific name procera Cyrtocarpa tree.  family Anacardiaceae.  They also say
Hill coconut, Chupandia, Machocote, Baricoca.  If fruit flavor is slightly acid.



chupao
It means very skinny, starving, skeletal, rinse.  You can see his bones.  From the sunken cheeks.  Also in street slang,
cowardly, lazy, scary.  Fearful person.  Colloquially in Colombia, chupón, purple that forms on the neck after a strong
kiss.

chupar
It means sucking, forming vacuum with the mouth to extract a liquid.  Suck.  In Colombia it can also mean kissing or
drinking (drinking, libar).  Other very Colombian perceptions of sucking are to endure, tolerate, endure or lose weight, to
get angry.

chupar rueda
In Colombia it means taking advantage of the efforts of others.  Benefit from the effort of others.  Do not wear out.

chupasangre
It means vampire.  By extension exploitative and greedy person .

chupatintas
It means civil servant, civil servant, clerk.  Bureaucrat.  It is regarded as derogatory.  Secant. 

chupe
In Colombia colloquially drink, drink, libar.  Drink liquor, get drunk.  Bebeta, tomata.  Inflection of sucking, which means
sucking.  In Colombia it also means drinking, drinking, libar.   Chupe, is also the popular name of a typical dish and a
way to prepare potatoes with a special sauce of onion, garlic and milk.  It is also one of the common names of the
scientific name plant Calluna vulgaris of the family Ericaceae.  It also receives the common names of biercol, heather,
brezine, brecina, argaña, chupe.  It was formerly used to make brooms to sweep.  It grows on barren soils and has
medicinal uses.  It's one of Bach's so-called Flowers. 

chupeta
In Colombia it is a kind of chocolate or caramel of round and flattened shape that has a stick.  It can also be a mamila,
suck or pacifier (for babies).  In Mexico it means ice cream, popsicle.

chupete
In Colombia is the same that I suck, nipple or Cocksucker plastic, nipple or nipple of entertainment for babies.  It is also
the nickname of a Peruvian ex-arquero and origin Argentine, famous for the thrashing he received in the 1978 World
Cup.  Ramón Quiroga Arancibia is called and is currently a sports commentator.  It is also the nickname of a Chilean
footballer called Andrés Humberto Suazo Pontivo.

chupicharca
It is a small trap or pond where there are small fish of very bright colours.  Pond guppies.

chupiguay
It is a term used in Spain that is equivalent to chévere and fine.  Chachi and cool.  In Colombia we would say chévere,
well, bacano.  It's slang more than all youthful. 

chupipi



It is one of the optional ingredients of Popo, which is a frothy drink based on cocoa, corn, sugar, cinnamon and rice. 
The Chupipi or chupipe function is to generate foam.  It is traditional in the State of Veracruz, Mexico.  The chupipi is a
creeping or climbing, herbaceous plant scientific name Gonolobus edulis and is of the family Apocynaceae.

chupiza
How to colloquially call in Ecuador a social gathering or feast where you drink liquor.  In Colombia in the same way we
say suck, drink or tomata.

chupín
It is one of the common names of a bird in Brazil.  It is also known as black thy thy, black thy thy, parasitic chamon,
gamusino or blackbird.  Other common names are mulatto , mariamulata , Josmary , morajú .  Its scientific name is
Molothrus bonariensis and belongs to the family Icteridae.  It practices laying parasitism, so it lays its eggs in other
people's nests and its young are fed by birds of other species. 

chupo
It is an inflection of suck.  It means suck, slurp, suck, lick.  Also in Colombia is says you suck at the entertainer's babies,
sucker, nipple, nipple with plastic or rubber, pacifier.

chupóptero
It is a way of calling insects sucking.  They belong to the families Siphonaptera (fleas) and Aphidae (aphids).  Popularly
they are also called siphonaptera and aphids respectively.  They are usually sucking parasites and usually feed on blood
(hematophages) or plant fluids.  In many cases they are vectors transmitting diseases caused by viruses.  Their oral
apparatus is transformed into a channel or tube that makes it easier for them to suck their food. 

chuqui
Chuqui is the muteness of Chucky, the name of the evil doll.  Nickname having the President of Colombia, Juan Manuel
Santos.  In Chuqui or Chuki quechua language means war.

chuquia
It means it smells bad.  stinky, which sucks.  It's also a way of calling the swamp or muddy ground, where there's a lot of
decaying organic matter.  It is a word derived from chucua, a Muisca word that means mud, mud, swamp or mud. 

chuquija
It means bad smell, unpleasant smell.  Smell coming out of dirty or old rags and poorly washed snout.  Stink, it smells
like sulfur, it smells like a devil. 

chuquijiar
In Mexico it means generating an unpleasant smell by the use of dirty and damp rags in cleaning.  Heder a chuquija
(dirty rag) .  By extension means annoying, disturbing, inconvenience. 

chuquillo
In Guateamala and Central America it means bad smell, foul or desgardable smell.  Bad smell of the armpits due to
uncleanliness, chucha.  Choquillo or choquia is also used. 

chuquio



It means swamp, puddle, mud (usually small).  Pozuelos generated by the rains.

chuquisacas
Chuquisaca is more indicated.  Chuquishaka, Chuquisaca or Chuquisacas, is the Quechua name of a Department of
Bolivia (Sucre Department).  It means mantle of gold nuggets. 

chuquisaqueño
It is the inhabitants of a Bolivian born in Chuquisaca.  Chuquisaca is a Bolivian department and the word means mantle
or layer of gold nuggets.

chuquiza
In Colombia and especially in Bogotá, is a surname of Indian origin muisca (chibcha).  There is also Chiquiza, which is
last name and the name of a municipality in the Department of Boyacá.  Both words come from chequiza, meaning
wilderness field flooring wasteland, dry, arid, desert terrain.  Bare field, without vegetation.  There are a few versions that
say it chuquiza derives from chucua, which is muddy, boggy terrain.

churacan
It means put there, placed there.  Located there.  It is the name of a town in Peru.  It belongs to the Department of
Huánuco and the term has Quechua origin (it comes from churay or churray that means to place, locate, put . 

church
It means Church.  Religious center.  Temple.  Relative to a church or a church.

churchill
It is a surname of English origin.  It is of noble origin and carried by several dukes of Marlborough.  Surname of the
English Prime Minister, during World War II, named Winston Churchill.  Name of several locations in Canada, Australia
and the United States.  Name of a river from Canada and a waterfall in that same country.  Name of a National Park in
Australia.  In Costa Rica it is the name of a hail class.

churco
It is the same churqui.  It is a scientific name Oxalis gigantea plant and is in the family Oxalidaceae.  It is usually a shrub
with yellow flowers.  In Colombia it means wavy hair.

churero
In Ecuador and southern Colombia means rulo.  It is the name given to a small cylinder of various materials that women
use to frizz or undulate hair.  It is also called an frizz.  Hairdressing element used to frizz hair.  In Paraguay it is a person
who sells viscera.  

chureta
It is another common name given to the Gavinas ( Sterna minutes ) Also said it 40 sea or terns terns; they are smaller
than common gulls ).

churito
You mean friendly, friendly, nice, affectionate, beautiful, tender, sweet.  Affectionate way of calling the loved one in
some provinces of northern Argentina (Salta, Santiago del Estero).



churo
In Ecuador and southern Colombia it means curl, crespo, curly hair.  Cachumbo, frizzy hair. 

churpia
In Mexico person who denies his social class.  Dissatisfied.

churpias
It is a term used in Mexico to designate a prostitute teen girl dacil.  Very young girl wearing very striking clothing and that
makeup in excess.  In Colombia they say prepaid, but expands to all ages.

churra
In Colombia used as feminine of churro.  It means pretty, beautiful, elegant.

churrasco
Argentine dish consisting of a post of roast beef to grilled.  The steak is of Iberian origin.

churrero
In Colombia, person who makes or sells churros, which are flour rings with sweet. 

churreta
In Colombia it means loose, cowardly, fearful, fearful.  It is also synonymous with churria, diarrhea, stomach damage,
looseness.  Vulgar way said "that shit scare", that is churreta.

churrete
In Colombia is a chorrion, a stain, a chilguete splash.  It is also a colloquial way of referring to someone who has
diarrhea.

churri
In Colombia is an apocope of churrito.  Form loving and colloquial call to the beloved.  Also says churris, but sometimes
it takes bad, because churris may also refer to mollusk (diarrhea).  In Spain (especially in Andalusia) is used as
annoying and without substance, better, talking, foul-mouthed, loquacious, talkative.

churria
In Colombia in a colloquial way it means diarrhea, indigestion, ease and cagalera.

churrin
The correct term is churrín, with tilde.  In the Southern Cone of South America is the common name of a bird, also
known as San José or choco.  Its scientific name is Scytalopus magellanicus and belongs to the family Rhinocryptidae .

churrín
In the Southern Cone of South America is the common name of a bird, also known as San José or choco.  Its scientific
name is Scytalopus magellanicus and belongs to the family Rhinocryptidae .



churro
In Colombia it means sexy, beautiful, beautiful.  It is also a donut fried with sprinkled sugar.   Homemade batons: it is
also a sweet fried also called churro, and is elongated or cylindrical.  In some parts of Colombia churro it also means
rough, wrong or poorly made.

churrosa
In the South of Colombia and Ecuador it means curly hair, crespa.  Churrusca . 

churrumino
It means mosco, fly, mosquito, bug, insect.  They are fanciful insects that I saw the Guy from the eight in the soup.  In
Colombia we say colloquially Pispirispis.

churrusco
It means crespo, curly or Menkes Kinky hair.  It is a way in Colombia call worms or larvae of Lepidoptera covered with
hair.  Hairy worms.  Cylindrical and long bristles brush.  Very hair difficult to comb.  The black people's hair.

churrutera
In Colombia it means attack of diarrhea, mollusk, ease, bad stomach.

churruteros
Plural of churrutero .  In Colombia it means children with diarrhea or stomach disease.  Cursents.  They have churrias,
diarrhea or churretera.

churu
It is the name of a city in the Rajasthan desert in the India.

churuca
It is another of the names of a musical instrument of friction.  It is also called scraping, guacharaca or carrasca.  It's
made on a pumpkin.

churuco
It is one of the common names received by the monkey Choyo, mono barrigudo, hairy monkey, Gray woolly monkey,
woolly monkey.  It is a primate of center and South America, of the family Atelidae.  Its scientific name is Lagothrix
Lagothicha.  Bag to load seeds.

churumbelo
In some parts of Colombia also means ornament, strapped fringe that hangs.  Hanging.

churumo
It is a very colloquial way of saying juice, juice, substance, essence, summary.  Some people use it to refer to money (
especially if it is insufficiently ).

chururu
It is the name of a Venezuelan town in the State of Táchira.  Chururi is also used.  It is also synonymous with Andean



flamingo, jututu, pink flamingo, parihuela, tococo, parine or parihuana, which are common names of Phoenicoparrus
andinus, a zancuda bird of the family Phoenicopteridae.

chusco
In the center of Colombia means churro, attractive, beautiful, beautiful.  In Antioquia and the coffee it means crespo,
kinky hair.  In Peru is a dog gosque, ordinary, without pedigree or mixed of various breeds.  In Mexico it means lively,
entertaining, Nice.  In Chile it is rude, rude, ordinary, rough.

chusma
A group of people that is considered vulgar and despicable.  It means rabble crowd, mob, mob, mass, vulgar, Horde.  It
was also the name given to you a long time ago to a type of guerrillas or bandits in Colombia.

chusmero
In Colombia member of the mob.  Person who is part of the mob.  It was the denomination that was previously given to
partisan guerrillas.  They were also called bandits.  They were usually illiterate peasants who rose in arms, generated
chaos and assaulted large landowners.  At first, the chusmeros lacked political affiliation.  Its time was around the 60s of
the last century.

chusmeros
In Colombia was a way of calling the guerrillas.  Also called bandits, mob or gang.  Usually illiterate who raised arms,
generating chaos and assaulted large landowners were peasants. At first, the chusmeros had no political affiliation.  His
time was around the sixties of the last century.

chuso
chuso it is incorrectly written and it should be written as Chuzo.  being its meaning:<br>They may be asking by chuzo. 
In Colombia means Thorn, pointy, pointy, skewer, prickly pear, Lance, pica, stick, knife, punch, bar, whip, icicle,
unqualified, clumsy, skewer.

chuspa
In Colombia and especially in the Valle del Cauca means bag, bag.  Paper Talego.  In Venezuela it is the name of a
fishing village in the State of Vargas.  Also Chuspa is one of the common names of a plant in the family Rutaceae.  It is
also called cuspa, gibbea, angostura.  Its scientific name is Angostura trifoliata .

chuspear
In Colombia it means packing in chuspas or bags anything.  It also means checking or taking out what's inside chuspas
or bags.  In Colombia we call a pimp to a paper or plastic bag where things are packed for transport.

chusquel
Mean dog, can.  Also person infamous, bad, unworthy, vile, evil.

chusta
It is uba exclamation used in Bolivia to silence people.  It's equivalent to silence! Shut up! Chis!.  It can also mean butt. 

chuta
In Colombia, a woman with frizzy or curly hair.  Inflection of kicking.   It means kicking, hitting the ball hard with your foot.



 It also means curling, curling the hair. 

chutar
In Colombia you can say chutar or chutear.  It is an Anglicism derived from shoot.  It means kicking, kicking the ball. 

chute
Inflection of chutar or chutear (anglicismo deriovado de shoot).  In Colombia it means kicking, kicking the ball.  In some
parts of Central America it is getting high, injecting.  Lying on the head or baton (getting high). 

chuteador
In soccer sports (football, football) and rugby, players who are characterized by kicking the ball very hard.  Kickers.

chuti
chuti is incorrectly written and should be written as "... ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's name.  It is
the name of an American actress of Chinese and filipino, origin called Chuti Tiu.  Shooting game or kicked ball from arc
to arc executed by children ( chuties )

chutney
Chutney or Chatni, is a variety of spices that are sweet and spicy that are used in the cuisine of the India.  Used
accompanying panipuris and fritters.

chuto
It is a turning kick.  It means kick, run a shot of the ball with either of the two legs.  In Colombia it means curly, frizzy,
ensortijados, wavy hair.  In Chile is virile and curiously in Peru is straight, smooth hair.  In Ecuador is a surname of
indigenous people.

chuva
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant of traditional medicinal uses.  There are other similar herbs, known as
mints, caángay or chuva, of the Lamiaceae family and the genus Mentha.  Its scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides,
and it belongs to the Asteraceae family. 

chuva o caángay
They are two of the common names of a plant of traditional medicinal uses.  There are other similar herbs, known as
mints, caángay or chuva.  Its scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides, and it belongs to the Asteraceae family.  Similar
plants known as mints or caángay, also of medicinal uses, are called mastranzo, betonica, candalus, mint brava, horse
mint, donkey mint, pennyroyal.  Its scientific name is Mentha suaveolens and it belongs to the Lamiaceae family. 

chuvii
It is the name given in Mexico to a crawler that they consume and whose natural host is the tree Heliocarpus
appendiculatus of the Malvaceae family and that commonly referred to as Jonote, Majagua, Cork, Jolocin or Burío.  The
Jonote worm.

chuy
It is the name of a Uruguayan city from the Department of Rocha.  Name of a beach in the same area ( Chuy Bar).  It is
also the name of a City, a District and a Provinvia in Kyrgyzstan.



chuza
It is another way of saying monona in bowling.  Knock down all pins or sticks.  In Colombia is an inflection of bug, which
means injury or hurt something that has end.  Chopping, incising, prick, jabbing.  Bug is also follow or listen to phone
conversations of anyone in a surreptitious and illegal manner.

chuzada
It means pang, chuzón, puncture.  Wound caused with a chuzo or something sharp or pointed.  Prick.  In Colombia it
also means clandestinely interfering with someone's communications, especially by telephone.  Spy. 

chuzo chuzudo
You mean pointy.  Element that sucks, punctures, that punctures.  Thorny. 

chuzón
In Colombia is synonymous with Shiv, prick, aguijonazo.

chuzpa
In Colombia and especially in Valle del Cauca, it means bag, talego, especially if it is paper.  Some also use the term
chuspa, with s.  It is also a transliteration of a Hebrew word (Chutzpah or Khuzpah), which can translate insolence,
boldness, or cheek. 

chúbanos
Plural of chúbano .  In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains it is the name of a very common fish in the streams
and streams. 

chúcaro
It means arisco, wild, brave (referring especially to cattle).  Sullen person, dodge.  Quiet, uncommunicative. 

chúcata
It is another common name of the tree Prosopis juliflora.  Family fabaceae.  It has other common Trupillo, Cuji,
Mesquite, Aipia names.

chúcharo
Painful lump in the skin, full of pus or matter.  In the Eastern Plains of Colombia means grain, born, boil.  It usually
appears in an insect bite that gets infected. 

chúcharos
In Colombia and especially in the Orintales Plains are a few grains, hives, births, or boils that appear in the body.  They
are bumps that are filled with pus or matter.  They can be results of insect bites that become infected.  Some people say
that it is result of sitting on very hot surfaces.  The truth is that they are very painful and will require medical attention.

chúmata
It is the name of a sweet prepared with milk, prunes, and brown sugar.  It is typical of the State of Guerrero in Mexico. 
The word is of purepecha origin.  Xumate.



chúripo
Churipo and churipo terms are used interchangeably in Mexico to designate a dish typical, consisting of broth of beef or
venison with red chili and vegetables.  Used in ceremonial and special family gatherings.

chytra
It is the name of a small town in Poland, which is close to the border with Belarus.  It is also a pot of clay or stew of
ancient Greece or it can be a mollusk in the family Thiaridae.

ch´am
One of the multiple names having the Mexico plant Aguama or Chuqui, scientific name Bromelia is karatas of the
Bromeliaceae family.  They also say thistle, Camburito, bichicol, huapillo.  This word is of Mayan origin.

ci
In Roman numerals is cent one ( 41-101;  It is also the abbreviation of intellectual quotient and identity card.

ciacina
It is one of the common names of a forage plant.  Its scientific name is Agrostis delicatula and belongs to the family
Poaceae.  Baleo, goat beards.  They also call cycin to another herbaceous forage known as brush, hay, cecilia, millet. 
Its scientific name is Agrostis nebula , also belonging to the family Poaceae.

cianotipo
The correct term is cyanotic, bluish, purple.  Faced by cyanosis.  It is the accumulation of hemoglobin without oxygen at
any part of the body.

ciar
Means backward, retire, retract, relent, ceder, waver, patrasearse (Colombianismo).  Used in rowing eldeporte, to signify
sailing back, paddling backward, rowing in reverse, reverse.  .

cibao
Cibao is incorrectly written, and should be written as El Cibao.  being its meaning: the correct term is El Cibao.  It is the
name given to the part most developed and industrialized of Dominican Republic, located in the northern part.  In a
language native or Caribbean means site or place full of rocks.  The Cibao Capital is santiago de los Caballeros.

cibeles
Cibeles, famous square and source of Madrid where Real celebrates its sporting prowess.

cibelinas
Cibelinas is the plural of cibelina.  It is a small mustelid that lives in the Ural mountains to the South of Russia.  Its
scientific name is Tuesday zibellina.  Family Mustelidae.  Your skin is much appreciated and the darkest is known as the
black diamond.  Used in clothing, especially to make fine hats.  Common name, Sable.

ciberanalfabeto
Person who does not know cybernetics.  Who does not know computer science and automatic electronic
communications. 



cibercriminal
She is a criminal, who executes her crimes using cybernetics i.e. the systems and computer scientist who commits
deiros or crimes using information flows and high technology. 

ciberdelicuentes
They are people who are dedicated to making misdeeds online. 

ciberdelincuencia
Criminal action that is executed by people who apply knowledge in cybernetics i.e. the science of communications and
technology.  Delinquer action, using automatic regulations. 

ciberdelincuente
A person who is engaged in committing crimes through the use of computer systems.

ciberdelito
It is a contravention of the law, which is executed using cybernetics i.e. systems and information flows. 

ciberespacio
Cyberspace or cloud.  Virtual environment where computer information is maintained.  Space where a cybernaut
navigates. 

ciberespionaje
Specific criminal action of espionage that is executed by people who apply knowledge in cyber i.e., the science of
communications and technology.  Spying or monitoring action, using automatic regulations and high technology. 

ciberladrón
A person who steals by applying knowledge in cybernetics, that is, the science of communications and technology. 
Criminal stealing, using automatic regulations. 

cibernética
It is the science that studies the nerve connections of living beings and their possible application in electronic systems or
mechanisms.  In Systems and Computer Science is the science that studies energy and information flows.  It has
reached such development that in many cases it is possible to operate a mechanism only with thought or with the
movement of sight.

cibernético
It means relating to cybernetics.  It has to do with the science that studies the nerve connections of living beings and
their possible application in electronic systems or mechanisms.  In Systems and Computer Science is the study of
energy flows and information.  It is a subject, which has achieved such development that in many cases it is possible to
run a mechanism only with thought or with the movement of sight. 

cibersalud
Handling of health-related aspects, using high-tech elements, equipment or instruments and computers. 



cibersexo
Virtual sex, sex over the internet or social networks.  Remote sex. 

cibi
Italian is an inflection of cibare, which means Prime.   It is the name of a warrior dance that customarily in Fiji.  Executes
before the battle (or meeting) to intimidate the enemy or after her to celebrate the victory.  In Cuba is the common name
of the fish guaymin or cojinúa yellow.  Its scientific name is Jack barthilimaei and belongs to the family Carangidae.

cibiaco
Cibiaco or better still cibiaca is the name of a makeshift stretcher consisting of two sticks and a fabric or canvas.  Used
to transport sick or heavy loads.  Synonymous with litter, parihuela, Bard, arguenas and caltrizas.

ciborio
You mean copon.  Big cup.  High vaulted part of an altar in a temple. 

cicada
It is the name given to a group of plants in botany, very old or primitive that have the appearance of palms or ferns. 
They belong to the families Cycadaceae and Zamiaceae.  In the Mesozoic Era they were fed by dinosaurs.  

cicatería
It means tacañez, stinginess, greed, greed, pettiness.  Desire to have everything for oneself and not to share anything
with others. 

cicatero
In Colombia it is synonymous with moored, had, stingy, greedy, petty, miserable, roñoso, mooring. 

cicatrises
The correct term is scars.  They are signs, marks or scars remaining from the wounds.  Seams, wounds, traces,
impressions.  Bad memories, penalties.

cicatrizante
It means it heals, which helps dry and recover the skin.  Astringent, which dissects and contracts the tissues.  It is also a
topical and cosmetological product that allows to cleanse, dry and contract the skin.  That closes the pores.  Astrictive,
styptic. 

cicla
In Colombia it is the popular way to call the bicycle.  Bike , chiva . 

ciclán
It's a way to call a sheep that doesn't have visible testicles or has a single testicle.  From inner testicles in the belly. 

ciclicamente
The correct term is cyclically, always tilde.  It means that it is produced in cycles.  It repeats itself equally from time to
time.  It's periodic, regular, recurring.



ciclismo
It is the sport of cranks.  Sport that is practiced on a bicycle.  Sport of the rider or cyclist . 

ciclista
Person who uses a bicycle to get around.  Sports person who practices cycling.  Person who uses pedals to move
something.  Person or athlete who pedals, who rides a bicycle ( bicycle ).  In Colombia: cyclist, runner, beetle,
velocipedista, biciclista. 

ciclocalle
In Colombia we say cycling routes. They are urban roads are intended only for circulation of biciusuarios. Bike paths but
it seems the same, in Colombia we say to vehicular routes temporarily ( usually Sundays and public holidays and
special hours ) they are dedicated for recreational cycling. The term Ciclocalles is little used but is similar to cycling.

ciclofobia
It means aversion or fear of wheels or also of cyclical or repetitive events.  Fear of pulleys, wheels or rotating elements. 

ciclomontañista
It is an athlete who practices the activity of cyclo-mountaineering.  Sportsman who practices cross-country cycling or in
the mountains, through uncovered terrain. 

ciclomotor
Variety of bicycle that has a small electric motor.  Some can be recharged with a gentle pedaling.  Motorized bike.

cicloruta
Road established for exclusive use of bicycles.  Trails or paths for bicycle travel.  Ciclovía , ciclosendero . 

ciclosis
The ciclosis is a permanent rotating of the chloroplasts, regular or irregular movement of cytoplasm and the cell plant
components, as in the algae Chara and Nitella. Its function is the facilitate the exchange of substances intracellularly or
between the cell and the outside.

ciclosporina
It is the name of a cyclic, non-ribosomal peptide, produced by a fungus (Tolypocladium inflatum).  It is widely used in
transplanted patients, to prevent rejection of new organs.  Its main function is to reduce the activity of the immune
system.  Name of an immunosuppressive drug.   . 

ciclovías
In Colombia are public roads for vahicular use, which at certain times and days become areas of recreation and the
circulation of vehicles is prohibited.  Currently in Bogota is on Sundays and holidays in the morning hours.  Not only do
bikes circulate but various types of personal and recreational vehicles without motors (skates, skateboards, unicycles or
boards), this because they also drive people on foot who run, jog or just walk, often accompanied with pets or babies in
strollers.  It is different from cycloroutes, which if it is assimilated to what John said, because they are exclusive routes
for bicycles and specially designed for circulation and are permanent.

ciclón



It's one of the ways to call a hurricane or a very strong tropical depression.  Atmospheric phenomenon of hurricane
winds. 

ciclópeo
It means monumental, huge, gigantic, colossal, huge, very big.  Related to cyclops or similar to them.  In Architecture,
walls made with large stones, overlapping and without mortar.

ciclóstomo
It means circular or round mouth.  It is a class of fish that lack a jaw, such as lampreys.  Agnato fish.

cicote
Cicote in Puerto Rico and Cuba means foul-smelling feet. Dirtiness, dirtiness. Colombia says pecueca. lack of hygiene.

cicr
It is the acronym for the International Committee of the Red Cross. 

cictamex
It is a center of agricultural scientific research of Mexico. Exactly is an acronym of the Institute is CICTAMEX which
means Centre of scientific research and technology of the avocado of the State of Mexico.

cicuas
Cicuas is the name given in Mexico to that obtained from the midrib of the leaves of banana and fibers that are used for
mooring of masses and tamales.

cicutal
Hemlock planted site.  Hemlock culture, relative to hemlock.  A hemlock is a place where hemlock abounds.  Canejal. 
budoñal.

cicutales
Land where hemlock abounds.  Hemlock crops.

cid
Name of Castilian military leader, known as El Cid campeador and whose name was Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar.  In
medicine it is short for disseminated intravascular coagulation, a serious disorder whereby the proteins that control blood
clotting become overly active.  Excessive and abnormal generation of fibrin and thrombin in the body.  Surname of
Spanish origin.  Nickname of a Spanish bullfighter whose name is Manuel Jesús Cid Salas.  Name of an opera by Jules
Massenet. 

cidaria
It is the name of a genus of organisms living in the mud or sediment from the bottom of the sea.  Nodosaria, benthic
organism.  They belong to the family Norosaridae.  In ancient Persia, Crown, headband, tiara.

cidario
It is a genus of single-celled organisms that live in the mud or sediment from the bottom of the sea.  Nodosaria, benthic



unicellular organism.  They belong to the family Norosaridae.

cidra cayote
It is another way of calling the guatila or cider.  Receives other names in Latin America as chayote, chayotera, chuchu,
Pope from air, sea urchin.  Its scientific name is Sechium edule belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family.  This is a special
for slimming diets.

cidras
In Colombia we say ALE to the fruits of a plant cucurbitaceae, which also receives the names of guatila or papa of poor. 
In Mexico they say Chayote or chayotera, its scientific name is Sechium edule.  In Spain they say ALE to certain spirits.

cidrón
In Colombia it is the name of an aromatic herb for medicinal use.  It is also known as cedron, herbluisa or verbena of
indies.  Its scientific name is Aloysia citrodora and belongs to the family Verbenaceae.

ciegale
ciegale is incorrectly written and should be written as "blind you ( With tilde )."being its meaning:<br>It may be turning of
blind. Means blind you, cover you view, trick him, facinarlo, alicinarlo, marvel at it, dazzle it, obfuscate it.

cielo
Space where stars or stars move.  Firmament, celestial vault.  Roof, upper part of a building.  It is a name of woman of
Latino origin and means abode of God.  Award or promise to good Christians.

cien
Natural number, equivalent to one hundred.  Number of years it's a century old.

cienaguero
It means native or resident in Ciénaga (Municipality of the Department of Magdalena in Colombia).  Relative to that
municipality.  It may also indicate that it is an organism that is typical of a swamp ecosystem, which lives in the swamp.

ciencia
Essence, main part of something. Science is the sum of knowledge, discoveries and experiences.

ciencia galla
Science galla is incorrectly written and should be written as "Galla" being its meaning:<br>Science or knowledge of a
tribe from Somalia and southeastern Ethiopia. They founded the Kingdom of Kitwara in Kenya and had its own Macchu
Picchu.

cienega
The correct term is Ciénega, always with a tilde.  is a town and municipality in the Boyacá Department, Colombia.  It
belongs to the Province of Márquez.  Place where there is silt or mud. 

cieno
It means mud, mud, mud, silt, legamo.  Mud or sediment material that accumulates at the bottoms of ponds or lakes. 



Sediment of organic matter.  Material used in pottery, cooked clay.

cientifico
The right term is scientific, always with tilde.  It means researcher, dedicated to science. 

cierran
It is a turning-point close.  It means obstruct, cover, occlude, plug, plug, fencing, heal.

cierre
The closure is the same thing that in Colombia we call zipper.  Jagged strips.  In some parts still say them Zip or zipper (
in English, zipper, closing ).

cierro
It is a turning-point close.  It means ensure cover, occlude, plug, seal, cordoning off, heal, close, end.

ciertamente
You want to say accurately, with certainty, Yes, really, truly, truly.  In some way, in some form.  It is a way to reaffirm
what is said and trying to of confirm that were not lies.

cierva de cerinea
It was a mythological animal of Ancient Greece.  It was a deer with gold antler and brass hooves.  It was the third work
entrusted to Hercules: Catch her alive and take her to King Mycenae.

ciervo
It's another common way to call deer and other deer like the European common deer.  They are ruminant mammals. 
They belong to the family Cervidae.  They are characterized by having thin and elongated legs, which teminate in
hooves. 

ciervos
It is a form of call to the deer.  Ruminant mammal belonging to the family Cervidae.

ciénaga
In Colombia, name of a municipality belonging to the Department of Magdalena.  Swampy place.  Also shallow lagoon
with brackish waters or connected to the sea.  Wetland.  Body of water with a lot of vegetation and little depth. 

cifrado
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is the brand made with a hot iron to the cattle.  Mark.  It is an inflection
of encrypting, which means mark, point out, leaving mark indelible with a Tang.  Marking, signage, hardware.

cigarrillo
It is the same thing in Spain called skinny ( in America, and particularly in Colombia, skinny is Canute to drink liquids,
straw ).  It is a cylinder or tube of paper thin and slim padding of cut tobacco, smoking.



cigarro
It can mean tobacco, cigarette, cigarette, cigar.  Roll formed by tobacco bite or cured or dried tobacco leaves and used
for smoking.  Male cicada, an insect of the family Cicadidae.  It is also usually called chicharro, totorrón, totoco, coyoyo
or ñes. 

cigota
In biology, it is the cell resulting from the Union of a male and a female gamete (or sperm and ovum).  It is also called
egg, zygote, zygote.

ciguamonte
Beef stew.  Usually it is made of beef, pork and lamb.  Previously it was of wild animals like wild boar, venison or mono. 
Environmental restrictions, generated by the possible extinction of animal species, the use of meat from domestic
animals has become common.  It also receives the names in Mexico's Cihuamut, ciguamut, cihuamonte.

ciguata
It means white, very pale or yellowish skin.  Jipata, whitish.

ciguatarse
Aciguatarse or ciguatar is a form of poisoning produced by the consumption of fish typical of coral reefs.  Contract the
cigatera or ciguata .  The poisoning is due to the presence of toxins (maitotoxin and ciguatotoxin), which enter the
trophic chain by dinoflagellates that live in detritus and in the macroalgas of the reef.

ciguatera
Ciguata or ciguatera is a form of poisoning produced by the consumption of fish typical of coral reefs.  Collapse the
ciguata.  The poisoning is due to the presence of toxins (maitotoxin and ciguatotoxin), which enter the trophic chain by
dinoflagellates that live in detritus and in the macroalgas of the reef.

cigüeña
In Colombia is synonymous with pregnancy.   Wading bird whose scientific name is Ciconia ciconia in the Ciconiidae
family.  Referred to as common Stork, white stork.  It is a migratory bird of long distances.  Ardea.

cihuamonte
In Mexico is one of the ways call a stew which is made with meat from animals of Mount as the main ingredient.  Meat of
deer, wild boar or guatin is usually used.  According to the Mexican region, you can change the name to Tziguamonte,
sihuamonte, siguamonte, ziguamonte, cihuamut, etc.

cijo
It means ground coal or coal very often.  Cisco, ash, stab.  Coal in small particles, almost powder.

cilantro
It is an aromatic herb widely used in culinary.  It is another way of calling the coriander, whose scientific name is
Coriandrum sativum.  It is also usually called dannia, Chinese parsley or coriander.  It belongs to the Apiaceae family. 

cilantrón
It is a wild species of cilantro.  ´Por features have larger leaves, the thicker twigs and the flavor is more intense.  At the



ends of the leaves siele have some very sharp spines.  Its origin is American, its scientific name Eryngium foetidum is of
the family Apiaceae.  Also tend you to say culantron, coriander, cimarron, recao, monte cilantro.

cilindrazo
Increased cylinder, large cylinder, large cylinder.  Blunt blow, given with a cylinder.  It can also be called the explosion of
a cylinder, even more so when used as an unconventional weapon and very lethal by the guerrillas. 

cilindro
It is the name of a geometric body at whose ends it has a circumference.  In Colombia it is also the same as pipette or
pipe, a metal container where gas is transported.  It is also the nickname by which the Avellaneda stadium is known in
Argentina.

cilis
CILIS, is the acronym in English of Centre for Indonesian Law, Islam and Society, which in Spanish translates Center
right, Islam and society in Indonesia. Cilis is another name that the Viagra.CILIS is also known is the acronym for the
interdisciplinary center of ionic liquids, of the University of Chile, belongs to the school of chemical engineering.

cimacio
It is a term used in Architecture.  It means mold, molding, gola, slug, ornament, bocel.

cimarrón
Cilantro's Mount, culantron.  It is a way of referring to something that is wild, which is del Monte, wild, montuno, untamed
( plant or animal ).  Black slave who has escaped.  Horse that has not yet been tamed, toro or something rough and
wild.

cimate
It is also called Ayecote, bean, is a herbaceous plant of the family Fabaceae.  It is ornamental.  Its scientific name is
Phaseolus coccineus.  It should be cooked so that you miss the toxic lectin.  The root is also called cimate in Mexico and
is used as a condiment.

cimbal
The cimbal or cymbal is a Hungarian musical instrument, introduced by Gypsies is believed.  It is an instrument of rope
that is played with two mallets or sticks.  In Iran they say Santur.  It can be considered similar to a zither.

cimbalico
The correct term is cimbalico.  It means related with the cymbal, musical instrument.

cimbel
Mean attraction, attraction, accuser, snitch Toad, informer.  It is also the name given to the rope that binds a dam or
lure.

cimbolo
The correct term is symbol ( Tilde with 41 s;. Mean figure, Seine or badge that represents a concept or an identity. In
Chemistry: letter or letters that conventionally represents an element or simple body. Representing, that is an example,
allegory, attribute, emblem, effigy, sign, representation, allusive. Personification, image, letter, figure, symbol.



cimborrio
In architecture, it is the same as Dome, dome, dome, apse.  Domed structure built on top of a building

cimbradas
In Colombia it is an inflection of cimbrar or cimbrarse.  It has two meanings.  One is to place wires on a fence (cimbras),
wire, fence.  The other meaning is to be frightened, to be terrified, to feel dread, to frighten.  Terrified, frightened, fearful. 
Also even in the same sense it is used to be ringed. 

cimbrio
Name of an ancient village on the Jutland peninsula (now the territory of Denmark).  Language spoken by this same
people. 

cimbro
It is one of the common names for a variety or species of pine, a coniferous tree.  Its scientific name is Juniperus
communis.  It belongs to the Crupresaceae family.  It also receives other common names, among which are: gorbicio,
jinebro, ginebro, jabino, juniper, sabino, cypress, pine, cimmbrio.  It is also an inflection of shoring which means to
vibrate. 

cimera
Want to tell from the above, the upper part, plume, Duster, auction, Spike, high part of something, especially a plant, a
harbinger, a shield or a mountain.  Top, Summit, Summit.

cimeras
It refers to something that stands out and is at the top.  They are at the top or at the summit.  Summits.

cimientos
It is synonymous with bases.  Structure is supported where something very heavy.   Base, support, support, base,
pedestal, principle, cause, origin, reason.  Foundation.

cimillo
It is a wand that is placed between two tree branches and to which a decoy bird is tied in the hunting of larger birds. 

cimitarra
You mean Cutlass, Yatagán, kind of big sword.  In Colombia is the name of a municipality in the department of
Santander.

cimofobia
It means fear or aversion to waves and undulating surfaces. 

cimolesta
It was an Order of very diverse mammals that existed in North America and Europe.  They were characterized by having
developed tusks despite being herbivores.  They are considered ancestors of today's carnivores and pangolins.

cimolestes



It was the name a genus of prehistoric mammals.  They belonged to the Cimolesta Order.  It means "white clay thief." 
They were mammals that existed in North America and Europe, in the Eocene.  They were characterized by developed
tusks, but were herbivores.  One example was the Coryphodon (which looked like a dwarf hippo from North America)
and another the Kopidodon (which was a giant squirrel that existed in Germany).  They are considered ancestors of
carnivores and pangolins.  Due to the great diversity of the Order, some authors have tried to define as Cimolestes only
the Didelphodonta insectivores.

cimolestos
They belong to the Cimolesta Order.  It means white clay thieves.  It was an order of Cretaceous mammals.  They were
carnivores and resembled the current possums.

cimpual
It is one of the forms in Mexico call the plant's scientific name Tagetes erecta of the family Asteraceae.  Receives other
names with indigenous roots as Campoal, due, cimpual, flower of the dead in Mexico.  In Colombia we say Chinese
Carnation.  In Mexico they consume it in various ways.  Botanically, it is a compound flower and the word comes from
the term in language Nahuatl Cempohualli or Cempohual which means twenty ( Twenty flowers ).

cinamillo
It's one of the common names of a palm class.  It is also called wine palm, pusuy or ciamba.  The scientific name is
Oenocarpus mapora.  It belongs to the family Arecaceae .

cinamomo
It is one of the common names of a tree.  It is also called paradise, sour, bolillero, tree of paradise, parasol, sour, piocha
, canelo , lilac.  Its scientific name is Melia azedarach.  It belongs to the family Meliaceae.  It is a tree for ornamental use
and is native to the base of the Himalayan Mountains.

cinarra
In Meteorology is a very light type of drizzle of small ice granules, frozen blades or ice sharps.  When falling to the
ground it does it smoothly and does not bounce.

cinca
In Spain it is the name of a river of the Province of Huesca.  Name of a valley on this same river.  The river is born in the
Ordesa and Monte Perdido National Park. 

cincel
It is a hand tool that the carpenter uses to till the wood.  In Colombia we also call it formon, gubia, scoop.

cincha
It is the name of the girdle or strap that fixes the implement or chair or the soap in animals, especially in horses. 
Surround the belly of animals. 

cinchonas
It is a way to call the 35 species of plants (usually shrubs) from the family Rubiaceae which belong to the genus
Cinchona.  Also they say kinas, kinins, caps, machines, cascarillos.  The most representative species is Cinchona
pubescens, from which they extract quinine which is an alkaloid used as antimalarial, antipyretic, antiseptic and
febrifuge.  They may be considered invasive plants.



cinchoninas
Cinchonin plural .  It is a natural chemical compound that is also called quinine.   They are alcaloids found in plants of
the genus Cinchona.

cinchoso
In Colombia cinchoso means in the form of tape, strap, strap, elongated and thin, apretinada. Maybe they ask for
chinchoso which means stupid, annoying, chinchorrero, fastidious, heavy, bloody nuisance.

cinco especias
It is a special seasoning from the culinary china, in which there are five elements, all reduced to dust.  It usually contains
cinnamon, pepper, fennel, clove and anise starred.

cinco puertas
In the automotive industry it refers to a sedan or ordinary car. 

cincona
It is another way of calling the cinchona or cinchona.  It is a plant of medicinal uses.  It is also called cuarango or husk. 
Its scientific name is Cinchona officinalis and belongs to the family Rubiaceae.  According to the RAE the common name
should be Chinchona because it was named after the Count of Chinchón and especially his wife. 

cinconinas
It is a natural alkaloid.  Also known as kinins or cinchonas.  Extracted from the bark of Cinchona whose scientific name
is Cinchona officinalis and is of the family Rubiaceae.  They are used as medication for yellow fever.

cincoquelite
It is one of the common names in Mexico overlooking the plant Cyclanthera langaei, of the family Cucurbitaceae.  Also
called it in the Nahuatl language and Totonaco Macuilquilit.  It is an edible plant, its leaves broths or soups can be made.

cine
Performance hall .  Room for film projections.  The art of cinematography, that is, of making films, and then showing
them in special theaters.  Cinema, theatre . 

cinegética
It means relative to hunting or hunting.  Art of hunting wild animals. 

cinegético
It means relative to hunting or hunting.  Of the art or activity of hunting wild animals. 

cinetosis
It is a type of discomfort that is generated by movement, so it is also called traveler's evil or traveler's evil.  You usually
experience dizziness, nausea and sometimes vomiting.  Traveler's dizziness.

cinguizarra
Zinguizarra is also used.  It is a word used in Venezuela meaning fight, brack, crush, pendencia, fuss, fuss.



cinofilo
The correct term is cynophile with tilde.  It means person who loves dogs very much.  Passionate about dogs, dog lover.

cinofobia
It can be defined as hatred or fear of dogs.  Aversion to dogs. 

cinoglosa
It is one of the common names of two species of toxic plants of the genus Cynoglossum belonging to the family
Boraginaceae.  Their scientific names are Cynoglossum officinale and Cynoglossum cheirifolium.  They are other
common names such as squatters, carruchera, lapilla, hound's-tongue, ear Hare, lenguaza, viniebla, rabbit grass. 
bizniega.  The cinoglosa has properties similar to curare stun.  It has medicinal uses.

cinoscéfalas
Name of a mountainous territory of Greece, in the region of Thessaly.  It means dog faces.  Name of a battle of the year
364 BC .  of C .  , between Thebas and Thessaly and which was commanded by Pelopidas and Alexander.  Name of a
battle in the Second Macedonian War.  It took place in the year 197 BC.  C.  , between the army of the Roman
Proconsul Titus Quinctius Falminius and that of the King of Mecedonia, Philip V. 

cinófilo
Person who likes dogs in an exaggerated way.  Dog lover, passionate about dogs.

cinquena
It is a game of cards or hand where you have five cards of the same value.

cinta
It can be considered synonymous with film or film.  It also means long, thin piece of fabric.  Trim, strip, band, sash, cord,
belt.

cintajo
It refers to a poor-quality tape.  Derogatory derived from tape.  Ugly tape.

cintero
It is the name of the person who is ex officio to develop or sell tapes of any material.  Also means that you used in belt
or belt seized.  Belt adorned and spiked used by ladies.

cintilla
It is one of the diminutives of tape.  The strap is also a thin strip of fabric, black or purple colors used to signify mourning,
for the death of someone.  In medicine.  It is a fibrous tract ( 41 tendons; ranging from the buttock to the outside of the
knee.  Called also tract ileotibial, fascia lata or iliotibial ileotibial.  This fibrous band can be injured very easily in athletes
that run through uneven terrain and is quite painful.

cinto
In Colombia is the same that strap or belt.  Strip of leather used in the waist to make pants.  At the waist.



cintra
In Architecture it is the technical way of calling the curvature of an arch or a vault.  The word is of French origin. 

cinturica
Fabric sash that goes around the waist of a dress.  Waistband, belt.

cinturón
In Colombia it is the same that belt, I cinto.  Strip of leather that is placed around the waist to make pants.  In astronomy
is an elongated strip of many stars or celestial bodies.

cinvestan
cinvestan is incorrectly written, and should be written as CINESTAV.  being its meaning: the correct term is
CINVESTAV.  It is the symbol of the center of research and Estudios Avanzados of the Instituto Politécnico Nacional in
Mexico.  It is a center of public, very prestigious research around the world.

cinzoneta
I think that the question is Canzoneta.  It is the name of a tango, composed in 1951 by Enrique Lary and has music by
Ema Suárez.  It tells of an Italian emigrant drinker nostalgia.  Canzonetta in Italian means clink, noise of glasses or
crystals.

cipa
In Colombia it stands for Compañía Industrial de Productos Agropecuarios S .  To.   It specializes in the production of
balanced food for livestock and pets.  Producer of concentrates for animals.

cipayos
Plural of cipayo .  It means soldier or henchman for hire.  Kind of Hindu mercenary.  Indian soldiers who served on
behalf of Portugal, France or England.

cipo
It is a kind of stake that marks a boundary or boundary.  It is synonymous with mojón, milestone, signal, lindero.

cipote
In Colombia and much more on the Atlantic coast cipote mean notorious, big, huge, fabulous, cute, beautiful.  It is widely
used as exclamation of admiration.

cipotudos
It is a word used on the North coast of Colombia and only by the coastal people. The correct term is Zipotudo. You want
to tell of great size, huge, huge, huge. It can also mean tremendous. It also said Zipote, which means exactly the same
thing. Another synonym, used in the same region is Mamonudo.

ciprino
It's another way to call a Cypriot.  It comes from Cyprus. 

ciprinofobia



It is the sickly fear of venereal diseases, their contagion and those who can transmit them (usually prostitutes). 

cira
In Colombia it is the name of an oil field operated by Ecopetrol in Barrancabermeja and obviously within it, there are
numerous wells called Cira.  It is a Colombian town that belongs to the municipality of Barrancabermeja, in santander
department. 

circe
It's a woman's name of Greek origin.  It means the superior intelligence, very intelligent, wise.  In the Odyssey is the
name of a very terrible sorceress, who turned men into wild animals.  In the Catholic saint is the name of a saint.  It is
also the name of a variant of the game of chess, in which you can re-enable the captured or lost pieces, but in the initial
position.  CIRCE is also the name of the Research Center of the University of Zaragoza, in Spain.

circense
It means relative to the circus (variety show, acrobats and clowns).  It also means that it amuses and causes laughter. 
Relating to the games that the Romans made in the Colosseum. 

circo
It is the name of an artistic show, in which acrobats, clowns are presented and in the countries where the laws allows it
trained animals.  They are itinerant and use tents for their presentations and temporary permanence.  In Colombia the
word is used to mean show, display, ridiculousness, something laughable, clownish.  It is also called the Colosseum,
track or ring, where circus shows are presented.

circum
It is a Latin prefix meaning around.

circunloquio
It means rodeo, turn.  Deviate from a topic or lengthen in unnecessary explanations.  Digression, periphrases.  Get
tangled up in explaining something that's simple. 

circunloquios
Verbal detours to say something that could have expressed very briefly.  Unnecessary verbal tangles.  Verbal rodeos.

circunnavegación
Means give turned around the globe (or the world) sailing.

circunpecto
circunpecto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Circunspecto." being its meaning:<br>Circunpecto is not
correct. The correct way is circusnpecto. Prudent, serious, decent, thoughtful.

cirguelo
cirguelo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cirguelo" as meaning:<br>In this way the correct is Cirguelo.  It
is one of the common forms of call tree and the fruit of Prunus communis or Prunus domestica, Rosaceae family.  It has
many common names such as: Plum, common plum, almond, almond, arañon, latch, along, bruno, bruno cascabelito.



ciridops
It is the name of an extinct genus of Hawaiian finches or Hawaiian Honeycreepers.  They were also known as
palmcreeper.  The Ciridops became apparently extinct in the middle of the last century.

ciriga
Cirica is also used.  It is the name of an Italian geographical feature, on the island of Sicily.  It corresponds to a Point on
the Mediterranean Sea (Malta Channel) where there are also some Farallones, with the same name.  It is known as
"The Corner of Paradise". 

cirigüeya
It is one of the common names that give the Spain plant Chelidonium majus, Papaveraceae (poppy family) family.  It has
medicinal uses, especially in severe cases of dermatitis.  It also receives the names of ciriguena, swallow, Celandine,
herb warts, type as and many more.  It is a unique species in the genus Chelidonium.

cirila
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means the one who follows Christ, Christian.  Feminine of the male name Cyril . 

cirio
Oversized candle.  Candle for liturgical and ceremonial uses.  Long and thick candle, made of wax.  Colloquially it
means quarrel, brawl, uproar, ruckus, mess, mess.  It is one of the common names given to a candle-shaped tree.  It is
also called Boojum tree (English), cototaj or kototax (in Seri language), boojum (in Kiliwa language).  Its scientific name
is Fouquieria columnaris and it belongs to the family Fouquieriaceae.  It is found in northern Mexico and the states of
Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and California in the United States. 

cirílico
It means concerning St. Cyril, a bishop of the Catholic and Orthodox Church of Bulgaria.  Name of the alphabet created
for the Slavic countries by Saint Cyril and which took symbols from Greek, Hebrew and Coptic.  It can also mean,
relative to Saint Cyril, the Bishop of Alexandria. 

ciro
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin (from Avila).  It is also another way to call a plant of the Compositae family,
which we also know with the names chilco or chilca.  It is a common name of a plant typical of cold climates.  Its
scientific name is Baccharis bogotensis or Baccharis latifolia.  It belongs to the Compositae family.  It has medicinal
uses.  Name of some aeronautical workshops in Bogota.  It is also a name of Greek origin.  It means the great king.  

cirriense
It is the Gentile of those born in La Cistérniga, which is a Spanish town, which is part of the Valladolid metropolitan area,
in the Province of Valladolid.  It is also used as a Cirrio's Gentile.  

cirro
To say Terry, crespo, Menkes kinky, cachumbo.  Type of white and wispy feather-shaped clouds.  Clouds in scrolls. 
Wrinkle.

ciruela
It is the fruit of the tree with scientific name Prunus domestica, Rosaceae family.  It is said to the tree plum.  The fruit has
astringent properties. In Colombia also we tell plum or calentana plum to the fruit of the tree of hobo or jobo ( Spondias



mombin ) of the Anacardiceae family.

cirugía
It is the branch of medicine that is dedicated to curing ailments through operations or incisions in the body, which can be
manual or instrumental.  Science that the surgeon learns. 

cirujano
Doctor who has been prepared to do surgeries.  Doctor making operations.  A doctor who treats his patient through
invasive methods.

cirujano azul
It is one of the common names of a very showy and blue seafish with some black pints occasionally.  It is also called
blue surgeon, blue barber, blue navajon or blue bleeder.  Its scientific name is Acanthurus coeruleus and belongs to the
family Acanthuridae.

cirujometro
It is a colloquial form of establish a ranking list of women that more surgeries were performed in their bodies. It could be
a synonym for vanidometro.

cirvia
It is one of many names that receives a marine fish from the family Carangidae.  Among the many other names it
receives are: lemon fish, lemon fish, seriola, medregal, crowned amberjack, crowned law, lecha, cervo, cerviola, letxa,
letxola, lemon sole or milk litla.  Its scientific name is Seriola dumerili. 

cirviola
It is one of the variants for other names of lemonfish.  It is also called sirvia, cirvia, cèrvia, cerviola, letxa, lecha, letxola,
xola, seriola, medregal coronado, coronado de ley, lecha or lechola.  It belongs to the family Carangidae.  Its scientific
name is Seriola durmenili. 

cisgénero
It means that it maintains the same genre with which it was born.  That preserves the genre with which it was born.  It is
antonymous with Transgender (who changed sex). 

cismático
In Colombia it means melindroso , cheetahs, squeamish, scrupulous, ñoño, soft.  Person who likes nothing, everything
scares him or he puts but everything.  Huraño, who departs from others, lonely.

cismidad
cismidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Seismicity" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
seismicity. It is the study of earthquakes that occur in a given region. It is synonym of tectonism. Greater or lesser
degree of chances of an earthquake happening in an area. Probability of earthquakes, tremors or earthquakes in a
particular place.

cisneros
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is also the name of a College of Ibagué, in the Department of Tolima (Colombia). 



Name of a Colombian municipality of the Department of Antioquia .  Last name of a Spanish religious, who was Bishop
of Toledo, Inquisitor and Cardinal, Primate of Spain, called Francisco Jimenez de Cisneros.  He was the founder of the
Franciscan Order.  Name of a Spanish municipality of the Province of Palencia, autonomous community of Castilla y
León . 

cisoide
It means it has curved shape or arc shape.  It looks like a cisa (curve that forms an opening of a sleeveless blouse).

cissa
Name of a battle in the Second Punic War, developed to the South of cessation, subsequently named tarraco
(Tarragona, Spain).

cistalgia
It means bladder pain.

cistectasia
In Medicine is to enlarge or abnormal dilation of the bladder, caused by excessive urine production.

cistectomia
cystectomy is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Cystectomy; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>In
medicine it is the partial or total surgical removal of the urinary bladder.

cisterna
It means tank.  It serves to contain liquids.  Water tank.  It can also be called cistern or tinaco.

cisticerco
It is a way of calling the parasite in the juvenile or larval state of the tapeworm.  Parasite that affects many domestic
animals such as sheep, goats, pigs, cows, dogs and wild animals such as wild boar.  It can affect man. 

cisticercosis
It is the name of a disease that affects sheep, goats and other animals.  It is caused by juvenile or larval states of the
tapeworm.  It can affect man.  It is also called cenurosis or coenurosis.  It can also affect many other animals such as
dog and pig. 

cistitis
Inflammation of the bladder.  Urinary tract infection.  Urinary condition that is characterized by a very frequent urination.

cistícola
It is the castellanization of the term Cisticola.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Cisticolidae. 
They are about 51 species and all are of small sizes.   They are also known as vultures.

cistografia
A detailed study of the bladder using a x-ray and contrast is in medicine.  X-ray of the bladder.



citarilla
It can be diminutive of zither.  In some parts of Spain, especially Andalusia is a type of wall or wall that separates two
adjoining streets and unevenness.  Stair. 

citico
It is a very popular exclamation in central Colombia especially in the Departments of Huila and Tolima.  It means poor
(diminutive of poor, but in a very pitiful or compassionate sense). 

citizen
It is an English word meaning citizen.  You're the name of a Japanese watch brand and the name of the company that
produces them.  It is also the name of a Chicago newspaper in the United States.  There is also another in Otawa
(Canada) and another of national strip in South Africa.  Name of an emo band from the city of Michigan.

citlalli
It is a female name used in Mexico is of Nahuatl origin and means star.

citocina
It is the name of a protein that is essential for development and growth.  It is very important for the immune system and
blood cells. 

citola
It can be an inflection to quote, which means to invite, to summon, to require, to notify, to name. 

citófago
Organism that only feeds on cells. 

citófono
It is an intercom system or apparatus within the same building or closed telephone circuit.  Intercom that exists between
the gate of a building and each of the apartments. 

citricultor
Person who is dedicated to working with citrus, either as a tiller (farmer, farmer) or nursery, producing seeds or grafts for
get good fruit (oranges, lemons, limes, tangerines, grapefruit).

citrino
It means lemon yellow, yellowish.  It is a word of French origin, which comes from citron meaning lemon.  In Colombia it
is the name of an urban planner and several urbanizations built by them in some Colombian cities.  Name given to a
class of crystal quartz with yellowish tones. 

ciudad portuaria
In Colombia, the term is used to denote the area of the city where is located the port and all its infrastructure necessary
for their normal functioning.

ciudadanía



It means quality of citizen.  It can mean nationality.  It is the condition that recognizes a person's political and social
rights and that allows him in addition to remaining and circulating freely in his territory to participate in politics. 

civ
In Medicine is short for intraventricular communication, which is a heart abnormality.  CIV is also the internationally
accepted abbreviation for Ivory Coast, the African country (by name and English : Ivory Coast or in French Cote
d'Ivoire). 

civet
It is a dish that is prepared with chunks of fish, seafood, vegetables or meat of poultry, beef, pork and meat from hunting
( mount ).  Ragout, stew.

civeta
It is one of the common names of a carnivorous viperrid animal with arboreal habits.  It is also called toddycats in
English, Mara Patti in Malay, musang in Malaysian and Indonesian, and urulaeva in Sinhalese.  Other names are
uguduua, viverra and viverricula.   Its musk is highly used in perfumery. 

civicomilitar
It refers to joint activities that make civilians and military personnel. 

civilistas
They are lawyers, graduates or doctors in law, specializing in Civil law. Also it tells civil supporters or followers of a Civil
Party ( Peru, Costa Rica ).

civita
It is a word of Latin origin and means citizenship or citizen.  Status that guarantees a person's civil and political rights. 
Civility.  Name of an ancient Italian city of the Viterbo Region. 

cizalladora
It is a machine that is used to make cuts in metal sheets. 

cizallamiento
Cut with a shear.  The shear is a kind of very strong scissor to cut very hard elements especially metal or plastics.  In
geology is a strain of cutting blocks of land, whereby a block slides slides over another.  Cutting or sliding mass or block.
 Cross elasticity.

cizaña
It means discord, disagreement, enmity, dissension.  Something that hurts or spoils another .  It is also the name of a
grassy plant harmful to crops by being invasive.  It is also called lolium or scarecrow.  Its scientific name is Lolium
temulentum.  It belongs to the genus Lolium and the family Poaceae.  weed. 

cizañero
It means that he likes to establish discord, disagreement, enmity, dissension.  Person who likes hurts by putting others
to fight or who spoils friendships and harmony among others. 



cizq
cizq is incorrectly written, and should be written as "CISQ" being its meaning:<br>I think that they intend to ask for CISQ.
So is the acronym in English of " The Consortium for IT Software Quality "   ( 41 CISQ;. They are providers of Software
technologies.

cíborg
A person to which electrical, electronic or technological parts have been implanted to improve an organic condition.  It
means cyber organism.  In English it is apocope of Cyber organism , for which the term cyborg is used.

cíclido
Tropical fish belonging to the family Cichlidae .  They are very common fish in aquariums.  They are omnivorous and
colorful.  Most are freshwater.

cíclope
Monstrous being which is carecterizaba for being a colossal size and not possess but one eye.  Mythological member of
a tribe of giants of the ancient Greece which had one eye,

cílica
It is a word of Greek origin that means Cup.  It is also called Kylix, kylix or quilice.  It was another of the multiple ceramic
vessels used by the ancient Greeks.  It was a kind of tray or fruit.

cíngaro
It is another way of calling the people Rom or Gypsy.  It comes from the word ZSingaro in Italian, which means gypsy. 
Gypsy. 

cíngulo
It was a cordon worn as a badge by the Roman soldiers.  It is also a priest's ornament, consisting of a cord cin two
tassels at the ends.  It is used at the waist to adjust the dawn.  It symbolizes chastity and represents the whip of Christ's
flogging.

cínico
It means he's lying braaously.  That acts impudent and dishonest way.  He does things that deserve censorship and
disapproval, bratly.  Don't let him flinches when he knows he's doing wrong.  Braiding, shameless, sarcastic.  Who acts
with cynicism.

cíña
It is an inflection of belting. It means surround, encircle, wrap, tighten, shake, press, adjust, compress, adhere, limited,
conform.

círculo
In geometry, it is a flat figure formed by a circumference and its interior.  It also means disc, ring, ring, crown, roundel,
wheel, ring or environment, grouping, middle, center, association, society, casino. 

cítola
In Colombia it is a kind of very rudimentary cable car.  It consists of a chair, basket or board that slides through a cable. 



It is often a hanging bridge and is used in very rugged mountain areas to cross large ravines.  Stonechat, Tarabita,
suspension bridge, rope bridge.

clacoyo
It is the name of a Mexican fast food.  The Clacoyo, also known as Tacoyo or Nacatlaoyo.  It is basically a tortilla filled
with beans, alverjón, beans and ground pork paste.  In other regions they say Cayoyo, tayoyo, or tlatlaoyo.

clado
In Taxonomy it is a step in the classifications of living beings.  Equivalent to Division or Branch.  They are inferior to
Order and superior to Family. 

cladosictis
It was a class of extinct mammal that lived in the Miocene and aquatic customs.  It had a certain resemblance to the
chigueiro or capybara, although its denture was carnivorous.  He allegedly fed on fish.

clafoutis
It is a dessert of origin French, typical of the ancient region of Limousin, today consisting of the departments of Alto
Vienna, Corrèze and Creuse.  It is mass of pancakes with sprinkled sugar.  Decorate with cherries is a kind of
easy-to-prepare cake.  Tart cherries.

claims
Plural de claim .  It is a word of the English language meaning claim, claim.  Claims, claims. 

clalitos
It is a very simple dish to prepare.  They are cubes of fried pork, they are added only salt and garlic.  It is similar to
Colombian chicharrones.

clama
It is an inflection of cry.  It means call, ask, request, claim, demand, plead, moan, complain.

clancuino
In Mexico it means flaring, toothless, toothless.

claqué
It is an American style of dance, also called tap.  it is characterized by rhythmic stomping.  It can also be considered as
a term of French origin meaning slap or slap. 

clara
It means illuminated, with lots of light.  Translucent or transparent liquid substance that accompanies the yolk in an egg. 
Tone of an intense or soft color.  Name of woman of Latin origin and meaning pure and transparent . 

clarear
Give a greater shade of light to something, clarify.  It is also a way in Colombia to call dawn.  Sunrise of the day,
beginning of dawn, sunrise. 



clareos
In Forest Sciences it is a system of management of plantations or wooding forests.  It is also called interhungors or
clarifications.  It consists of removing some usable specimens, letting the other individuals continue to develop.

clarinete
It is a musical wind instrument, consisting of a nozzle, a tube of wood with holes and a few pins to stop the passage of
air and produce pleasant notes.

clarinetista
Musician who specializes in clarinet performance. 

clarisimo
The correct term is very clear, with tilde.  It means very clear.  It is a superlative of clearing.

clarividencia
Purported ability to predict the future by analyzing signs of nature or magic.  Lucidity, magic, precognition, discernment,
wisdom, intuition, vision, insight, divination, presentiment, premonition.

clarividente
One who claims to predict the future.  A person who makes predictions based on the interpretation of signs of nature or
magic.  Intuitive, shrewd, lucid, insightful, Seer, visionary, magician. I guess.

clarín
It is the name of a wind musical instrument, similar to the trumpet.  The musician who plays it is also given the same
name.  It is smaller than the trumpet and has no keys.  Its sound is sharper.  Name of a Buenos Aires newspaper.

clarísimo
Superlative of course.  Extremely clear.  Super clear, very clear.  Very well explained and perfectly understood.  That
does not give rise to doubts.  It also means perfectly lit or that it has no darkness at all. 

clarke
Clarke is incorrectly written and it should be written as Clarke ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Clarke ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of Irish origin.  Thomas J.  Clarke was the main protagonist of the rise of
Ireland on 24 April 1916 and is considered its first President, because he was the first to sign the Act of rebellion.  It is a
way to call the town of Carrizales, in the province of Santa Fe in Argentina.  It is the name of several counties in States
United of America ( Virginia, Georgia, Alabama, )

claro
It means illuminated or with lots of light.  Also soft or un intense tone color.  Name of a mobile line operator (mobile
telephony) brand that works in almost all of Latin America.  Claro's owner is Mexican Carlos Slim. 

claro
It means illuminated or with lots of light.  Also soft or un intense tone color.  Name of a mobile line operator (mobile
telephony) brand that works in almost all of Latin America.  Claro's owner is Mexican Carlos Slim.  In Colombia it is also
the name of a refreshing drink that is prepared with the water resulting from the cooking of corn to make arepas, to



which is added some sugar and sometimes cloves or cinnamon.  

clase
A group of items that have common characteristics.  Of the same educational level.  Course or group of students of the
same level.  Educational talk given by a teacher.  Classification , type , order , quality , jaez , nature , nature , genus ,
species

clasearan
They clasearan is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Clasearán" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
clasear. It means establishing a classification by groups, separated by class.

clasecita
Class diminutive .  Pejorative way to refer to a class.  In Colombia it means very clear demonstration of superiority.

clasificatoria
It means that it serves to select the best .  Which is used to sort or select .  What is used to make a classification or
selection. 

clasuda
In Colombia it means that it is of a lot of class or quality.  When referring to a person, who is of fine manners, it saves
the label.  Usually, in my country is used is to refer to the animal female that has great pedigree (usually refers to a cow
or a high quality mare, usually animal livestock livestock judges at fairs). 

claudia
The correct term is Claudia ( it is a proper name ).  Claudia is a woman's name that means vain, proud, haughty.  It is of
Latin origin and has male variant: Claudio.

claudicar
It means giving up, giving up, giving up, giving up, giving up, resigning.

claudiera
It is a common name for a tree of the genus Prunus, family Rosaceae.  They say them cherries or plums.

claudio fernández
Although it may be the name of many ordinary people, it is the name of an Argentine scientist, Director of the Laboratory
of Structural and Molecular Biology (Max Planck Institute of Rosario). 

claustrofilia
Tendency or predilection to live locked up, lonely or isolated from others. 

claustrofobia
Exaggerated fear of being locked up.  Fear of sites or enclosed enclosures. 



clausuran
It is a turning point for closing.  It means close, end, finish, suspend, prohibit, disable, interrupt, cancel.

clausuras
Convents where to maintain internal religious, isolated from the world.  Solemn act of completion of an event.  It is a
turning point for closing.  It means close, conclude, finish, suspend, prohibit, abolish, interrupt, cancel.

clausuró
It is a turning point for closing.  It means end, finish, close, conclude, finish, suspend, prohibit, abolish, disable, cancel.

clavadora
It is a machine that serves to nail the tips or nails.  Athlete or swimmer who is dedicated to the discipline of ornamental
jumps or diving from trampoline or platform. 

clavar el cacho
In Colombia it is simply be overcome by sleep.  Falling asleep.  usually used to refer to a person who has drunk much
and falls asleep.  Asleep, merge.

claveles
It is the name of a hill in the Sierra de Guadarrama, in Spain.  Name of a political movement in Portugal.  Plural of
Carnation, which is also called Pink.  It's a very beautiful flower plant.  Its scientific name is Dianthus Caryophyllus and
belongs to the Caryophyllaceae family.  There is also a plant that is called carnations, known as appetizer, Antirrino,
Becerra, Dragon's mouth or toad blossom.  Its scientific name is Antirrhinum majus and it is of the family
Plantaginaceae.  It is the name of a Zarzuela by José Serrano and a Spanish lake.

clavellino
Name of a shrub of many flowers, which also receives the names of jalapa, dondiego at night, Panama flower, night
galan, donpedros, parakeet, dengue, wonder of Peru or harpsichord.  It is an American tropical plant.  Its scientific name
is Mirabilis jalapa and belongs to the family Nyctaginaceae.

clavito
It is a diminutive of nail.  Baby squid, alcayatita, tachuelita, podrywacze, pinchitos puntica.

clavote
It's a nail augmentative.  Puntillota, alcayatota, stud, pixota, skewer, dot.  Very big nail.  

clavulados
Plural nail.  It means it has spikes or thorns.  In Biology, it is also a group or tribe of fungi that are edible.

claxon
It is a word mostly used in Venezuela to refer to the whistle or Horn of a vehicle.  Siren or Horn of a car.

clay
Clay is incorrectly written and it should be written as Clay ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>Real last name of



Muhamed Ali, as its original name was Cassius Marcellus Clay.  It is first and last name in the United States.  It also
means clay.  It is the name of several counties in the United States, ( Florida, South Dakota and Missouri ).

clásicos
It means games of great importance in general regional duels.  Plual for classic.  It means old, traditional, remarkable,
outstanding.

clear
It is a word from the English language that means clear, clean, quiet.  Also clear. 

cleinis
In Greek Mythology harpa's husband.  He was a shepherd and was a lover of Diana Hunter.

cleisiofobia
It is the sickening fear of being locked or locked up. 

clema
This is the name of an assembly sheet or electrical connector.  Bornera.  In Colombia it is the colloquial and apocopada
way to call a woman named Clemencia.  You can also call Clementina that.

clemencia
It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means that she is merciful and tender.  benevolence or compassion with which a
person is judged.  Indulgence, piety, mercy, kindness, softness.  Name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of
Bolívar. 

clementina
Clementine is a name of Latin origin woman.  It means the indulgent, who forgives always.

clementinas
clementines is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Clementines." being its meaning:<br>It is a name given to
nuns or religious of the Mission of sister Clementina Bafwabaka Mission in the Congo, followers of the blessed
Marie-Clémentine Anuarite Nengapeta ( Community of religious of the Holy Family ).

clemiso
It is one of the many words invented by Cortazar in chapter 68 of Rayuela.  There it appears even with tilde ( plemise). 
This glycean language, tangled or invented, lends itself to a free interpretation of the reader, although it is actually an
encrypted language, in a conversation between a couple of lovers and that only they should understand.  Although it has
no meaning, it could be considered as heart, pulse, pulsations.

clemole
It is the name of a Mexican dish very old, typical of the center of the country, it is similar to the stew and spicy stew of
vegetables and meats.

cleobis



It was one of the twin sons of Cipide, a priestess of Hera.  His brother was Biton.  They died by pulling a cart for 8
kilometers.  The name of one of the Kouros (statue of a naked man), from the sanctuary of Delphi.

clepsidra
It is the name of a water clock or any mechanism that is used to measure time by the constant flow of water that goes to
a graduated container.  Nickname that Metiké received one of the famous hetairas of Ancient Greece. 

clepsidra de ctesibius
It is a very ancient water clock.  Time is average according to the period that in transfer water from a vessel, container or
pipe into another system of siphons.

cleptofobia
It means fear of theft, fear of being robbed. 

clerén
It is the name they give in Haiti to a liquor that is produced illegally and by hand.  They also give you the names of triculí,
pitrinchi or loose top.  You can have plant extracts, guarapo and alcohols.  It is similar to what we call squeak or pipo in
Colombia.

clerkly
Clerkly is an English word meaning employee, sherber.

clerófobo
Person that has you phobia religious loa or the clergy in general.

cleta
Anacleta apocope.  Name of woman of Italian origin.  Female Cleto or Anacleto.  Anacleto was the name of the second
Pope of the Catholic Church, who succeeded St. Peter.  He is considered Holy.  Cleto or Cleta is the name of a city or
commune in Italy, Province of Cosenza, in the Calabria Region

cleyera
In Botánice it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Pentaphylacaceae.  They are almost 50 species
and are known as copal, orange, taonabo, trumpet, red trumpet.  They have medicinal uses (antitussive and for skin
infections).

clérigo
It means that it belongs to the clergy.  That has received the priestly order priest, friar, tonsurado, cure.

clicar
It means to tap, click, poke, wink, sting.  Under Computing, click a hotspot on the screen.  Also used as transitive . 

clientelista
In Colombia, a person who practices the policy of clientelism, based on an exchange of favors.  Favor policy to close
friends or thread.  Person who practices the policy based on the loyalty of followers with prevention and favors. 



Rosquero.

clika
In Mexico it means group of friends, band, gang, patch, combo. 

climatólogo
It is the title of the person who specializes in studying the climate.  Meteorologist.

climax
The correct term is climax , always with tilde .  It means boom, heyday, peak or critical moment, culmination.  It can also
mean orgasm. 

climena
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means famous (of a lot of fame).  It is a variant of Climene .  In Zoology is a
variety of dolphin, endemic to the Atlantic Ocean.  Its scientific name is Stenella clymene.  Name of an asteroid ( 104),
discovered by James Craig Watson.  It was the name in Greek mythology of two of the Oceanids.  It was also the name
of a princess of Orcomenus (Central Greece), mother of Atalanta.  This name was very common and was carried among
others by a nymph, an Amazon and a daughter of Nereo among others.

climisa
CLIMISA , is the abbreviation or acronym for Clinic of Mercy S .  To. 

clin
It is one of the names of a medicinal plant.  It belongs to the family Lamiaceae.  Its scientific name is Ajuga iva.  It is also
known as iva, iva moscada, búgula, bugula almuzclada, pinillo, antilide, abiga, yerba clin, herb clin. 

clinofobia
Fear of falling asleep, fear of sleeping.  Many times it is due to the fact that it is thought that you will die during sleep. 

clio
It is the name of the muse of history and poetry in Greek mythology.  Name of a genus of butterflies in the family
Pieridae .  This genus is also called Archonias.  It is also the name of an asteroid and that of a Renault-branded car
model.  In the United States there are several cities called Clio.  Name of a novel by Anatole France.  Name of a
Spanish magazine on history. 

clionauta
Person who surfs the Internet on topics about ancient history. 

clip
It means clamp, brooch, paperweight.  Bra.  Fragment of a film that is presented as an advertising advance.  Short. 
Small short film that is presented to promote a song.  accompanied by images related to the interpreted theme.  Video
clip.  Wire hook that is used to temporarily hold several sheets. 

cliquear



You can also use click.  It means to tap, click, poke, wink, sting.  Under Computing, click a hotspot on the screen.  Also
used as transitive . 

clis
LCIs is an acronym used in medicine.  Means Lobular Carcinoma In Situ.  The LCIs is an area ( or several areas )
abnormal cell growth, which increases the risk that a person will develop more invasive breast cancer later.

clisia
Clisia, Clitia and Clizia are the name of women of Greek origin.  They originate from the name of a jealous nymph who
lived in love with Helios.  It was transformed into heliotrope or sunflower.  Name of a genus of parasitic molluscs (
cirripods ).

clismafilia
It is the inclination to feel pleased by injecting fluids through the anal sphincter or by applying enemas. 

cliso
In Gypsy language, stare.  It's a clisar inflection.  It means reproducing images using metal plates.  Colloquially eye,
view, look.

clisón
Clison or Clisson is the name of a city in France, it is also the name of a District.  They remain in the Brittany Region.  It
is also the name of a military man, character of the Novel The White Guard.  You have chosen to call a linen cloth,
which is processed in that region.

clitrofobia
Cleitrophobia can also be used.  It is the fear of being locked up, fear of being locked up or locked up with insurance. 

clínica
It is a type of sanitation establishment generally private.  There patients are diagnosed and treated, who can be admitted
or treated on an outpatient basis.  Name of a branch of medicine, by which patients are observed and treated.  Meeting
of people, where a demonstration of a special art is carried out and that has a formative and pedagogical character. 

cloaca
It can mean plumbing, sewer.  Blackwater sinkhole.  Drainage, manifold, mason.  Final part of the digestive system of
birds.  Tail of hens and birds in general.  It can also be considered synonymous with corruption, deep down.

cloacina
Relative to sewers or sewers.  Name of a goddess who ruled in the Cloaca Maxima in Rome.  Protective goddess of
marital affair.

cloak
It is an English word which means, coat, coat, cloak, capote (in English synonymous with layer).  It can also be used as
a verb and means conceal, cover, hide, conceal, conceal (in English synonymous with hide).



cloelia
It is the name Clelia in Latin.  It was the first heroine in the Roman Republic.  It is considered an example of loyalty,
bravery, humility and submission.  It is a name of Latin origin meaning the glorious, hoping the glory.  Clelia, Clely
variants.

cloelia-
It is the name Clelia in Latin.  She was the first heroine in the Roman Republic.  She is considered an example of loyalty,
courage, humility and submission.  It is a name of Latin origin that means the glorious, the one that awaits the glory. 
Variants Clelia , Clely .  Name of an asteroid ( 661 ) .  

clorificar
Method of disinfection of water, form of water purification by adding Chlorine.  Chlorination.  It is also a form of
disinfection of water, exposing it in plastic bottles in the sun for several hours or SODIS method. 

clorinda
It is the name of a city in Argentina, in the Province of Formosa.  This city faces Asunción, capital of Paraguay.  It is also
a name of woman of Greek origin and means flowery garden.  In Chile, it is one of the trade names of sodium
hypochlorite (NaOCl).

cloris
Name of the Greek goddess of the gardens.  She was Cephyr's wife.  He was also one of Melibea's nicknames or
nicknames.  Name of one of the nymphs in the mythology of Ancient Greece.

clorótico
A person who suffers chlorosis or anemia ferruginea.  A person who suffers from the decline of the iron in red blood
cells.  A noticeable symptom is intense pallor, is currently uncommon and occurs exclusively in young women poorly fed
during puberty and adolescence.  Pale, anemic, xenopsaris, yellow.

closer
It's the wrong way to say closet.  It is a word of English origin meaning wardrobe, showcase or wardrobe.  In many parts
of Latin America and especially in Colombia and Panama are commonly used clóser and closet, with the same meaning.

clota
It is a word of Catalan origin meaning hollow, hole, hole.  It comes from clot.  In Aragon, it means a hole made to plant a
tree.  Hoya.  Apocope of the female name Clotilde .  Clotta, as well with double t, is the surname of an Argentine singer
and businessman.  The surname is of Italian origin.  His full name was Claudio Oscar Clotta Lanzetta.

cloto
Klotho is also used.  Name of one of the Moiras in Greek Mythology.  She was the one who was spinning (that's why she
was called the spinner).  It is equivalent to Nona in Roman mythology, goddess of gestation and birth.  He personified
fate.  She participated in the creation of the alphabet and was the daughter of Zeus and Temis. 

clown
It is a word in English meaning clown.  Medical movement that aims to help cure their patients, through the use of humor
and so dress up and make laugh.  They practice the highest "laughter is an infallible remedy".  Jester, satirist, clown.



clóchina
It is another way to call the Mediterranean Mussel, scientific name providential Mytilus.  It belongs to the family
Mytilidae.

cluden
It's a way to call a knife, razor or prop dagger.  It is used in plays.

clueca
Culeca or llueca is also used.  In Colombia it is a bird that is broiling or taking care of eggs in its nest so that chicks are
born.  Hen in the period of hatching. 

clunia
Name of an ancient Celtibera city located in the vicinity of where today is La Coruña.  It was a settlement of the tribe of
the Arévacos.  Colonia Clunia Sulpicia was a Roman city in the same area.  Name of a very important anthropological
and archaeological site in Spain. 

cluniacense
It means that it is related to the Monastery of Cluny in France, an abbey founded in Burgundy in 910 AD. C .  and that it
was a Benedictine emporium.  It is also called the religious art developed in that Monastery, its architecture and the
Order of Cluny, which intended to return to lead a life similar to the original Order of St. Benedict.   . 

cluniasense
The correct term is Cluniacense, with c .  It means belonging to the Order of Cluny.  They were religious who belonged
to that congregation created by Saint Oddon in Burgundy (France).  Religious who obeyed Cluny's rule.  They
maintained great support from the Aristocracy at the end of the first millennium.

cluniense
It is the demonym of Clunia a Celtiberian and later Roman city with settlements of anthropological interest Relative to
Clunia , which belongs to Clunia or its boom period.  It was the name of an ancient Celtiberian city located in the vicinity
of where today is La Coruña.  It was a settlement of the tribe of the Arévacos.  Colonia Clunia Sulpicia was a Roman city
in the same area.  Name of a very important anthropological and archaeological site in Spain. 

cn
They are initials and symbol of Cartoon Network, a specialized in entertainment cable channel.  Symbol of a new
chemical element recognized by the IUPAC, called atomic number 112 Copernicium.  It was formerly named Unumbio
(112).  Occurred in the laboratory, it is very heavy and very short-lived.  CN-(two letters and a script), in chemistry is the
cyanide radical CN is the chemical formula for the functional group nitrile

cnemaspis
It means with protectors on the legs.  With cnémides or greaves on the ridges.  It is a genus of geckos.  They belong to
the Family Gekkonidae.

cnido
In biology it is a type of organelle specialized for inoculating toxins.  It is also called nematocyst.  It serves for the
capture of prey, for locomotion and for the defense of the colony.  It is usually possessed by Cnidarians (jellyfish, corals,
sea anemones).  In Geography and History it is the name of an ancient Turkish city.  It was also called Gnido.  In ancient



times it belonged to Greece and belonged to the Region of caria (Asia Minor). 

cnidofobia
The prefix cnido means nettle .  Cnidophobia is the excessive fear of insect bites (especially stinger stings such as bees
or wasps) and is also used to designate irrational fear of chains and cords.  Fear of stingers or stings. 

cnn
It is the name of a US television channel, subscription news.  It stands for Cable News Network.

co hecho
made co is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bribery" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is bribery.  It
is a crime that involves two people: one offering bribe, gift or bribery and another person, usually an officer, who
receives it.  The object of the crime is illegally favoring the briber in a process that has slope.

coabey
It is a district of the municipality of Jayuya, Puerto Rico. It is the name of a famous Dance Academy in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.

coacalco
It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State of Mexico.  The word Coacalco is of Nahuatl origin and means "In
the House of the Serpent".  It is a compound word that is formed with coatl, meaning snake, calli (house) and co, a
locative (en).  The official name of this municipality is Coacalco de Barriozábal, named in honor of General Felipe
Benicio Berriozábal Basabe, a Mexican engineer, politician and military officer who participated in the War of Reform
and collaborated in the governments of Benito Juárez and Porfirio Díaz.  The municipal seat is called San Francisco de
Coacalco. 

coaccionar
It means to oblige, demand, impose, compel .  Demand compliance with obligations through official notifications. 

coacción
It means physical, moral or psychological violence aimed at forcing another to do something against his will, aggression.
 From the point of view of law and jurisprudence, it is the legitimate right to exercise authority, using methods that force
compliance with laws, principles, rules and monetary impositions (taxes).  Act or action that obliges to fulfill a
commitment or obligation. 

coacha
In Colombia it is one of the common names given in the eastern part of the country to a tree.  Its scientific name is
Hyeronima duckei and belongs to the family Euphorbiaceae.  It is also well known as granadillo, colorado or ortegón. 

coachala
coachala is incorrectly written, and should be written as Coachala or cuachala.  being its meaning:<br>It is valid and
used coachala or cuachala.  It is a typical Mexican dish, which consists of a stew or chicken soup, in which thicken with
corn.  It is also done with pork, but both pork and chicken meats must be crushed, but less chicken breast, which is
desmecha at the end.  It is typical of the States of Jalisco and Colima.  Cuxala.



coactan
It is a derivative of coercion. Force or violence which is made to a person so it runs something against their will. Press. It
is better to say coerce.

coactivamente
It means that it runs coermly, that is, under pressure.  By force.  It means he's forced to do it against his will.  It is done
without the need for a judge or judiciary to act. 

coactivo
It means to exert coercion, making demands.  Forced, compulsory, intimidating, scary, threatening.

coadjutor
It means assistant, collaborator, assistant.  That accompanies or helps the holder in some of his activities.  Vicar,
clergyman, priest or priest who serves as auxiliary to the parish priest. 

coadyuvada
It means aided, collaborative.  It means that you achieved something with collaboration of different.  Contributing, it
complements.

coadyuvante
It means help or contributes to achieving something.  That joins a purpose to achieve a goal.  Second, cooperate,
auxiliary, assist. 

coadyuvar
It means to help or contribute to achieving something.  Unite purpose to achieve a goal.  Second, cooperate, auxiliary,
assist. 

coagularse
It means condense.  End the bleeding in a wound.  Acquire the form of Cuajarón, clot or lump.

coalicionmes
coalicionmes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Coalitions." being its meaning:<br>The correct word is
coalitions.  It means Alliance, Confederation, union, Association, League, I remember. Convention, agreement,
compromise.

coalison
The correct term is coalition.  It means League, union, Association, agreement and Convention.  To several people
agree to do something together and that benefits them all.

coamil
coamil is incorrectly written, and should be written as Cuamil or coamil.  being its meaning:<br>Coamil or cuamil, in
Mexico is used.  It means small plot for agricultural production at low level, is only temporary or seasonal.  Crops.  In
Colombia told conuco, farm or plot.



coaña
For US Colombians, the correct term is Ocaña.  It is the name of a city in the Department of Norte de Santander,
bordering Venezuela.

coar
In Peru is the acronym for high-performance schools.  They were created by law.  Language Portuguese, coar means
tension.

coartante
It means that it limits, that it violates freedom, that it hinders, that it restricts, that it prevents. 

coatecomate
It is one of the common names of a tree known as pumpkin trees.  It is also known by the names of jícaro, tercomate,
huaje, cirio, g'iro, morro, ayal or huaje ciiral.  Its scientific name is Crescentia alata and belongs to the family
Bignoniaceae.  It has medicinal uses.  

coatí
It is a word of Guarani origin and means long-nosed.  It is one of the common names given in South and Central
America to the pizote, cusumbo or guache.  Its scientific name is Nasua nasua and it belongs to the family Procyonidae. 
It is arboreal and feeds on insects, small mammals and reptiles and fruits. 

coatl
It's a word in Nahuatl language that means serpent.  Name of the fifth marker in the Mixtec ritual calendar.

coautores
People who share the authorship rights of any type of work (written, painting, musical, etc.).  People who participate in
the composition of a work.  People who agree to perform some work or a task.  You can even talk about a crime
coatores.  Partners, partners, cronies, accomplices.

coba
In Colombia it means flattery, flattery, flattery.  In Spain it is a small village.  Last name of Spanish origin .  There is also
the surname Cova, which is a surname of Galician origin and means cave.  Last name of the main character of the
Novel The Maelstrom (Arturo Cova).

cobaltoterapia
In Medicine they are therapies performed with gamma rays, of isotopes of Cobalt-60.  therapies or radiation with Cobalt. 
They are used for cancer treatments.  A device called a Cobalt Pump is used. 

cobanero
It means natural of Cobán a city of Guatemala, which belongs to the Department of Alta Verapaz.  Coban , means
located between clouds .  Relative to Cobán . 

cobani
It means jailer, guardian, prison warkeeper or prison guard.



cobano
The correct term is Cobanus.  It is the name of a District, a Municipal Council and a Municipality in Costa Rica.  It is
located south of the Nicoya Peninsula.  It belongs to the Canton and the Province of Puntarenas. 

cobarde
It means that it lacks courage, that it is not brave.  Pusillanimous, lazy, fearful, fearful, timid. 

cobaya
It is a way of calling the cuy, curi or Guinea pig.  Also jaca, cuis, guimo.  Their scientific name is Cavia porcellus and
belongs to the family Caviidae.

cobán
Name of Guatemalan city located in the Department of Alta Verapaz.  Its name means built between clouds, in Q'eqchi'
language. 

cobero
In Colombia, person who likes to make flattery with a goal ( get benefits).  Flattering, flattering, flattering, flattering,
lambon.

cobertera
It means that it forms the cover, which serves to cover or protect.  Type of feather that makes up the wing of a bird. 

cobertura
It means what covers, what is contained or protected, that covers it.  Action or effect of covering or protecting .  Space
covered with a network or signal. 

cobete
It is a wrong way of saying rocket.  It makes reference to a flying (pyrotechnics set), a rocket or a spaceship.

cobeza
cobeza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Head" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is head. Means
brain, cacumen, testa, noddle, skull, coco, baton, pepa, testuz, start, mind, intelligence, home, origin, Chief, leader, res,
transporter, capital.

cobia
It is the name of a marine fish, which also esmedregal Mexicans call.  Its scientific name is Seriola zonata and belongs
to the family Carangidae.  It is located in the Atlantic Ocean.

cobija
It can be inflection of shelter, which means to wrap, protect, cover.  It also means blanket, blanket, blanket. 

cobijarte
It is to cover someone with a blanket, blanket, poncho or blanket. It is synonymous with protect you protect yourself,
take cover, clothe you, cover your, enruanarte. It is also protected under a roof or a wing or be deserving of a provision



that protects it.

cobista
It can mean follower of Cobos an Argentine engineer and politician.  His full name is Julio César Cleto Cobos.  He was
Vice President of the Republic.  It's also a way to call a flatterer, flatterer. 

cobo
Furry blanket that is placed on the bed (Costa Rica).  Blanket, blanket .  It is also a common name for a species of sea
snail in the Antilles region.  It is of high nutritional value, pearly color and about 25 centimeters.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin.  . 

cobra
Inflection of collecting which means demanding a payment.  To return to having what was previously had and had been
lost.  Common name given to a species of venomous snakes of the family Elapidae.  They belong to the genus Naja. 

cobrar tributo
"Cash tribute" is a phrase that means a tax demand, claim tax to the Exchequer.  By extension it is suffer, suffer, endure,
be affected.  It is also used to "Pay tribute", which in this case means suffer or suffer the consequences of something.

cobrito
It's a way to call in Venezuela a 5 cent coin.  Currently it has no value, the same as not a Bolivar or a million Bolivars. 
Diminutive copper.

cobrizos
Plural of cobrizo .  It means the color or tonality of Copper.  It means color or reddish brown tone, red.

coca
Colombia coca is a vessel usually clay, brass or pewter.  Cup.  It also means hollow, with nothing inside, empty.  By
extension a tooth decay.  Coca is also the name of several medicinal plants, among others the Erythroxylum coca, from
which is extracted known as coca and cocaine alkaloid; belongs to the family Erythroxylaceae.  The walnut tree, also
say you coca (Juglandaceae family) and the conopodios (umbelliferae plants).  In Colombia, coca is also child's play
made in wood which we also call the bearing.  It is the name of a municipality in the province of Segovia in Spain and
another city in Ecuador (also called Francisco de Orellana), in the province of Orellana.  Name of an Ecuadorian River
tributary of the Napo.

cocacola
Globally recognized soft drink brand.  It is the original name of a syrup that was made with coca leaves (Erythroxylum
coca of the family Erythroxylaceae) and cola nut powder, which is another plant (Tail acuminata of the family
Malvaceae).  Its inventor was John Stith Pemberton in 1886 in Atlanta.  In Colombia, a young woman who dresses in an
up-to-date manner and is funded by her parents' tables is called cocacola.  Young, wealthy girl.  The term is already
used less than before.  

cocaina
The correct term is cocaine, with tilde.  It is an alcaloid that is obtained from the coca plant.  It is a supremely addictive
stimulant substance.  It is technically known as benzoylmethylecgonine or also as Cocaine Hydrochloride.



cocaína
It is the name of a strong alkaloid, tropane, very strong stimulant and addictive.  It generates euphoria and a feeling of
great energy.  It is also known as coca, parakeet or technically as benzoylmethylecgonine. 

cocal
It can be called a coconut palm crop or also a site with many coca plants. 

cocalecas
They are a class of bivalves similar to oysters or clams.  This term is most commonly used in Panama.  .

cocalo
It is a brand of Californian children's clothing.  Name of the Sicilian King who was Daedalus.

cocama
It is one of the names given to a South American indigenous tribe, which is based in the border area of Brazil, Colombia
and Peru.  They are also known as Omaguas or Kukakmas.  They have been characterized by being very good
navigators.  Their language is of Tupi origin. 

cocas de maquillafe
Coques de maquillafe is incorrectly written and should be written as "Cake of makeup" being its meaning:<br>The terms
should be cake of makeup. In Colombia we say cokes to a few small vessels rounded cups, usually plastic way and
which are widely used in various household purposes.

cocatenar
cocatenar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Concatenate" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to
concatenate.  It means join, link, or weave several things among themselves.

coccothraustes
It is the name of a genus of small birds, known as piquigordos.  They belong to the family Fringillidae.

cocear
It refers to the Act of the horse kick, distribute kicks.

cocer
It is what is done in a kitchen, that is, prepare food in containers placed on fire (cook).  It can also mean urdir, plot,
maquinar, conspirator, confabular, forge.

cocha
It can mean lagoon, puddle, swamp.  Also dirt or dirt.  In Peru it is also a plain or plain of great extension.  In Colombia it
is also the name of a lagoon in the Department of Nariño and it is also known as Lake Guamués. 

cochada
In Colombia it means tanda, harvest.  What is produced or generated at the same time or season.  Production of a short
time or period of time.  Birth of a sow, cochina or marrana.  Litter, piara.  Brood, set of calfs born in a single birth. 



Baked, string.  series. 

cochambre
In Colombia you mean uncleanliness, dirt, filth and disorder.

cochayuyo
In Chile it is one of the common names of a brown algae, which is also known as kollof, coyofe, coyoyo, coyoy,
cachiyuyo, cochaguasca or cochahuasca.  It's edible.  Its scientific name is Durvillaea antarctica.  It is very rich in Iodine.
  The word in Quechua language means sea legume. 

coche
It means transport vehicle.  At first it only referred to a carriage or cabin pulled by horses.  It also currently also refers to
a motor vehicle.  .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be Car, car, vehicle


